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“Paris is Bleeding” – For Whom?

World Affairs

In a deadly terror strike Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) gunmen launched co-ordinated
attacks in Paris on November 14 leaving 129 dead and 352 injured. This dastardly attack in France
eclipsed the shooting inside the Charlie Hebdo newspaper office in January which killed 12 and
injured 11. The attacks were carried out at six locations – 1500-seat concert hall witnessed
indiscriminate firing leaving 89 dead. In another similar attack 19 more people were killed as gunmen
fired inside a café; explosions went off outside the Stade de France.

Horrific scenes of blood shed of innocent Parisians are saddening. The “Class Struggle” strongly
condemns these terrorist attacks. It also opines that terrorist actions do not help the causes for
which they have claimed to be committed. Rather they are counter productive, providing a plea for
the ruling classes to unleash brutal repression on the people.

The Paris attacks occurred not in isolation; they happened after similar attacks in Baghdad a
week before, after Beirut and after Sindh and Baluchistan. Yet the Western political establishment
and its media shed copious tears over the bleeding Paris, while completely ignoring terrorist attacks
in the Middle East countries, revealing the dual political standards of these so-called champions of
democracy.

The immense sympathy for the victims and the terrible suffering that their families endure
should not come in our way of assessing the source of this tragedy. The hundreds of dead and
injured on the streets of Paris are victims of imperialist wars in the Middle East. Initially when Bush
launched the illegal invasion of Iraq 12 years back, the French government refrained from participating
in it. Later in 2009, France was reintegrated into NATO military command and in 2011 it decided to
join US imperialism in Middle East wars.

The French ruling classes backed Islamist militias in proxy wars for regime change in Libya
and Syria, encouraging its citizens to join these militias by widely presenting them through their
media as ‘revolutionaries’ fighting so-called despots like Gaddafi and Assad. Now these forces,
trained to carry out terrorist attacks in the Middle East by the intelligence agencies of US, Britain and
France, are returning home. As a result the war it waged in other countries has come home to
France, which fact was admitted by none other than the Head of French Foreign Intelligence’s anti-
terrorist Services, Yves Trotignon.

Since the attack on the Charlie Hebdo, the ruling elite is aware that ISIS had emerged from the
very Islamist militias they have financed and armed in proxy war to topple Assad’s rule in Syria  They
plan to utilize this to unleash repression upon the people.

The French president Hollande immediately announced the state of emergency which allows
the state to impose curfews, take all measures to control press and radio, carry our arbitrary searches
and seizures in individual houses, ban meetings and organize military tribunals. He is proposing to
rewrite the French Constitution to modify Article 16 on emergency powers and Article 36 on imposing
the state of seize. According to Hollande, both the articles are “ill-suited to the situation we faced”,
and they should be made into “an appropriate tool upon which to base exceptional measures for a
certain length of time without having recourse to the state of emergency”.

According to the French law, the state of emergency can be imposed for a few weeks and the
state of seize applies only to a portion of the nation’s soil under the conditions of war or armed
insurrection. Hollande proposed to use these exceptional powers as a matter of routine without
proclaiming emergency and indefinitely as long as the ISIS or any other terrorist organization supposed
to deemed to threaten France. He asked the parliament to work closely with the Prime Minister to
modify the constitution so that “ the public authorities can act in conformity with the rule of law, that
is not well adopted when faced with acts of war”.

The former president Sarkozy called for putting 11,500 people who currently have intelligence
dossiers under “house arrest with electronic bracelet to give us time to evaluate whether they are
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dangerous”. His right hand man, Laurent Wauquiez has called for building “internment centres”. Thus
the ruling elite in France is hell bent upon to unleash attacks on the democratic rights. The measures
being taken ostensibly to target ISIS, but the main purpose is to subject the working masses to worst
repression.

At the same time, Hollande announced that he will punish the ISIS for its gory act in the streets of
Paris by escalating its war in Syria. The NATO and Russia announced the launching of intensified air
strikes on Syria targeting ISIS. The escalation of war in Syria has fraught with serious dangers. It
already took away nearly a quarter million lives and forced over 10 million people to flee their homes.
No NATO -led military interventions in the Middle East, right from the war against Nazbullah government
in Afghanistan in 1980s to the war against Iraq’s Saddam Hussain, to that of Libyan   president Gaddafi
in 2011 and then to Yemen, has brought peace and every intervention landed the Middle East into an
unending civil war.

Hollande is seeking “grand coalition” against ISIS including the US and Russia and announced to
go to meet both Obama and Putin. This proposal is nothing but a political myth as the various imperialist
powers have varied interests in the Middle East and accordingly some of them are supporting ISIS
and its allies to dethrone Assad, while Russia is standing on the side of Assad and attacking ISIS
bases. They talk endlessly of finding a political solution to the Syria crisis to hoodwink the people
aspiring for peace.

The differences among the imperialist powers are open. Officials in Washington bluntly said, “We
do not co-ordinate or collaborate in any way with Russia or its activities in Syria”. John Kerry declined
to comment on military co-ordination, but insisted on the need for a political agreement. A series of
diplomatic initiatives between NATO and Russia led to the announcement of a vague ‘Syrian-led and
Syrian-owned political transition” at the end of G-20 summit at Vienna. It is nothing but a political fraud
as they talk of power sharing deal between Assad and Islamist militias in Syria. The conflicting interests
of imperialist powers does not allow any resolution of the civil war situation as it was stoked by the
NATO against Assad.

The policy response of the Hollande underscores the fact the social tensions in France and across
Europe are reaching to higher levels as the brutal austerity measures widened the social inequality
and brewed discontentment among the people. Along with this, the French pursuit of wars, from
Ukraine to Middle East and Mali have been impoverishing the people. The European regimes have
nothing to offer to the people than imposing repressive regime on them.
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